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Hypothesis

Using classification, occipital 
sources are more predictive of 
changes in conscious 
experience than frontal 
sources are



  

Task Procedure
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Expected sensor effects

Visual Awareness Negativity (VAN): (~270 ms) thought to be occipitally realized
P3a: (~436 ms) thought to be frontally realized 



  

Sensor effects (temporal 
magnetometer example)

VAN

P3a

VAN: thought to be occipitally realized
P3a: thought to be frontally realized



  

Classification results
Linear Discriminant Analysis

Occipital sources classify significantly 
better than frontal sources.

No significant difference between frontal 
and occipital sources classification.



  

Subtractions from the “baseline”

minus



  

Difference in accuracy

Classification with occipital sources in the VAN range did not 
differ significantly from classification in the full range. P3a was 

significantly worse for both frontal and occipital sources.



  

Time course of significant features



  

Conclusion

● Occipital sources in the VAN range are critical 
for predicting differences in conscious 
experience

● Frontal sources do not predict anything over or 
above what occipital sources already predict
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Sensor univariate tests

Fig. 5: Gradiometer analyses in the time range 0-700 ms. Voxel Peak Threshold = 0.05 (RFT applied). Cluster 
Extent = 50 voxels. The contrast tested was a gradedness contrast testing for a step function [NE = -1.5, WG = 
-0.5, ACE = 0.5, CE = 1.5]. A) Statistical Parametric Maps of significant effects. They correspond to the VAN 
range: 1) temporal gradiometers, 300 ms, t36 = 6.97, pFWE = 0.001. 2) occipital gradiometers, 280 ms, t36 = 6.78, 
pFWE = 0.002. 3) parietal gradiometers, 252 ms, t36 = 6.48, pFWE = 0.005. 4) temporal gradiometers, 280 ms, t36 = 
6.28, pFWE = 0.009. B) Effect estimates with 90 % confidence intervals for effect A1 (temporal gradiometers, 300 
ms) showcasing the gradual magnetic gradient increase as a function of PAS rating.



  

Source univariate tests

Fig. 6: Source space analysis in the 100-600 ms range. A) Statistical Parametric Maps of the following contrast at the α = 0.001 level. The contrast 
tested was a gradedness contrast testing for a step function [NE = -1.5, WG = -0.5, ACE = 0.5, CE = 1.5]. Significant effects are shown with their xyz-
coordinates (mm) (MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute), alongside their estimated positions using the Talairach Client (Lancaster et al., 2000) ). 1) -58, 
-26, 32, Inferior Parietal Lobule, t36 = 4.43, puncorrected < 0.001. 2) -26, -74, -8, Lingual Gyrus, t36 = 4.21, puncorrected < 0.001. 3) -46, -58, -12, Fusiform Gyrus, t36 
= 3.93, puncorrected < 0.001. B) Effect estimates with 90 % confidence intervals for the A1 source (Inferior Parietal Lobule) showing a graded response as a 
function of PAS rating.
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